
Surveillance Capitalism 
in 

Our 
Libraries



Hi, Library Friends!
We’ve got surveillance-y companies 

running our library databases



The companies that own our library 
resources are no longer publishers. 

They’re data analytics companies.



In the 1990’s, we figured 
out how to turn all sorts 

of  media into streamlined 
data.

And also, 
the internet happened.



Major content publishers/platforms were 
stoked





frenzied content 
acquisition ensues



We handed over the keys to our 
collections

Marshall Breeding maps out consolidation in the library systems platforms. 
There is similar consolidation in content markets (“publishing”).



RELX acquisitions from 
1993 to 2018



Most of  
these are 

data 
analytics 

acquisitions



How the companies market their data analytics products









RELX and ”Data Analytics” Companies are building data 
analytics products:

• Academic metrics (SciVal, Pure, Plum Analytics, etc.)

AND

• Policing & gov’t data brokering (Local, State, and Federal Law 
Enforcement and Intelligence Agencies, Department of  Defense, etc.)

• Financial data products (Landlords, Benefits Programs, Insurance 
Providers, Healthcare Systems, Employers)

• Legal analytics products (Law Firms, Government Agencies)



What do these non-library analytics products do?



The analytics products 
are robust



2020 RELX Annual Report: 
Revenue by Segment 



Vendors 
monetize 
mass-
digitization

A Case Study of Elsevier 
Written by: Alejandro 
Posada and George 
Chen, University of 
Toronto Scarborough



(Seriously, this is an awesome 
study, go read it!)



The 
research

+
surveillance 

cycle

Your research 
$$$ and data

TR & RELX data 
analytics R&D

Landlords, 
creditors, 
insurers, 

employers, law 
enforcement



Where does the 
library data go?

(We aren’t sure, but 
putting surveillance into 
library products seems 
potentially incompatible 
with library ethics.)



We handed 
over the keys to 
our collections 
and our data

Roxanne Shirazi, The 
Streaming Library (2019)



We also have to use these 
companies’ platforms.

We have to access content 
in the ecosystems these 
data companies
build for us.



Even if  they don’t 
use our data now, 
always remember, 
data companies’ 
datasets 
are forever… Our

Data

Our
Data

Our
Data

Our
Data



You never know 
when they’ll 
change their 
minds! 

(j/k they’ll change them when 
the $$$ is right.)





Discussion


